Blackboard Classic
Baselight control surface

Blackboard Classic – a reboot of the popular Blackboard 1.
Same intuitive user interface updated for a new generation.
The Blackboard Classic control surface retains all of the key
features that were so popular with the original Blackboard 1
design. The Classic is built within the same ergonomic low
profile, but with the addition of large high-resolution displays,
a larger tablet and extendable connectivity.
Direct access
All commonly used functions can be accessed directly via a
single press on a dedicated button or using simple-to-recall
key combinations. The radial design ensures all controls are
within easy reach, while the controls themselves convey
quality and precision.
Second-nature by design
Each area of the control surface brings together related
functions, leading to highly efficient and intuitive operation.
The Stack Manager enables rapid selection of inside/outside
layers, grades and matte operators; Cursor, Display, Playback,
Navigation, Gallery, Cuts view, Scratchpad, Keyframe and
other controls all have natural functional groupings.

information is presented clearly and logically across the four
high-resolution parameter displays.
Precision controls
Optical laser-sensing trackballs, precision encoders and a
responsive jog/shuttle control provide a premium grading
experience. The light-touch, tactile buttons indicate their
current status using bi-colour, multi-level illumination, which
can also be adjusted to match ambient lighting conditions.
Affordable full-size panel
Often a large control surface is a basic requirement when
fitting out a suite, both for effectiveness of operation and
presentation purposes. The Blackboard Classic sits between
FilmLight’s soft-key Slate and Blackboard 2 panels, allowing
Baselight artists to have access to a full-sized panel – while
remaining within budget constraints.

Specifications
»»

Overall dimensions: 150 x 50.5 x 9 cm (WxDxH)

Contextual parameters

»»

Weight: <20 kg

As you work, the main controls switch automatically to
provide interactive adjustment of the currently selected
operator or function. Parameter values and other related

»»

Power supply: 24v DC external PSU (120W)

»»

Host connection: single Ethernet (100BASE-T)
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